
INSIDE SCOOP

You Can Keep Your Vowels, vanna
Eastside designers think “Nrthwst” is best

425: Tell us about yourselves. 

Tahnee: We were born and raised in 

425 (Woodinville). I was in a ballet 

program growing up at Cornish, 

so I left the state a few times 

for extended periods to pursue 

that. I began college in Southern 

California, but I always missed home 

and how beautiful and versatile our 

region is. I came back for good and 

graduated from the University of 

Washington. Soon after I married a 

guy who loves adventure as much 

as me. We have two little girls, 

ages 9 and 4, that we love to take 

on weekend road trips just like my 

parents always did with us.

Tory: Our mom is an artist who has a 

huge heart for animals and has always 

had a plethora of pets, and our dad 

is a rock musician and small business 

owner. They took us on day trips 

every weekend. Like Tahnee, I’m now 

married to my ultimate adventure 

buddy, who also is a musician like 

my dad, and now works at my dad’s 

business. He and I have two dogs 

named Mud and Cinderella, who are 

basically our kids. 

 

425: Why did you start Wish You 
Were Northwest?

Tahnee: We used to do wedding 

videography together, and that’s 

when we really discovered our 

enjoyment of collaborating creatively. 

Since we both love the visual arts 

and fashion, the two ideas merged 

into one and quickly stemmed out 

of our love for the area in which we 

The Pacific Northwest is known for being a vast scenic masterpiece sought after by adventurers around the world. 
It’s only natural two young Eastside designers would be inspired to create a line of clothing that sparks wanderlust. 
Meet the sisters, Tahnee Bryn and Tory Savannah, behind Wish You Were Northwest — a clothing brand founded 

in 2014 that’s taking off like wildfire. You’ve probably seen those uber-popular Nrthwst shirts — these two are the brains 
behind them. wishyouwerenorthwest.com — NICOLE LOGAN

Wish You Were 

Northwest founders 

Tahnee Bryn (left) and 

Tory Savannah (right)

“NRTHWST” 

sweatshirt  

on Tory
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grew up. We made our first shirt 

by hand, the NRTHWST tee, and 

that began our hashtag #nrthwst. 

I took a few photos of it on Tory, 

and we posted it. It ’s been an 

exciting adventure ever since. 

 

425: How do you come up 
with your designs? 

Tahnee: We often begin with 

a feeling we want to convey, 

something that inspires us, and that 

morphs into a phrase that gets fine-

tuned for hours or days sometimes! 

Tory: Our process is similar to 

writing a song. It starts with 

something we want to say or 

something we feel, then we bounce 

ideas back and forth to figure out 

the best way of expressing that 

emotion or thought. 

 

425: What would you 
recommend bringing on a 
Pacific Northwest outing?

Tory: One jacket to wear and one 

jacket that’s opposite of the one 

you’re wearing because you might 

leave your house while it ’s a sunny 

70 degrees and come home in 

the freezing rain and fog. I’m not 

complaining! I’m forever in love with 

the mood swings of the Northwest.

Tahnee: A camera that’s ready 

to grab, favorite snacks (Junior 

Mints!), stuff for layering, favorite 

blanket to cozy up with, and a 

playlist that inspires. 

 

425: How else do you hope  
that your brand will impact 
peoples’ lives? 

Tahnee: I think my biggest hope is 

that it inspires people in their day-

to-day lives. Whether it ’s with the 

photos we post or the clothes we 

sell, everyone needs an escape from 

the daily grind at times.

Tory: If our brand can inspire 

someone to be their own person, 

beat the odds, or feel brave, that 

means the world to me.  
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